Many forms of psychopathology and substance abuse problems are characterized by chronic ritualized forms of avoidance and escape behavior that are designed to control or modify external or internal (i.e, thoughts, emotions, bodily sensations) threats. In this functional magnetic resonance imaging investigation, we examined amygdala reactivity to threatening cues when avoidance responding consistently prevented contact with an upcoming aversive event (money loss). In addition, we examined escape responding that terminated immediate escalating money loss and approach responding that produced a future money gain. Results showed cues prompting avoidance, escape and approach behavior recruited a similar fronto-striatal-parietal network. Within the amygdala, bilateral activation was observed to threatening avoidance and escape cues, even though money loss was consistently avoided, as well as to the reward cue. The magnitude of amygdala responses within-subjects was relatively similar to avoidance, escape and approach cues, but considerable between-subject differences were found. The heightened amygdala response to avoidance and escape cues observed within a subset of subjects suggests threat related responses can be maintained even when aversive events are consistently avoided, which may account for the persistence of avoidance-coping in various clinical disorders. Further assessment of the relation between amygdala reactivity and avoidance-escape behavior may prove useful in identifying individuals with or at risk for neuropsychiatric disorders.
Introduction
"Out, damn'd spot; out I say" intoned Lady MacBeth at her imagined blood stained hands, a vision precipitated by participation in King Duncan's murder. Despite believing "A little water clears us of this deed," her excessive hand-washing continued, providing a measure of escape from her psychological demons. While avoidance and escape are natural adaptive behaviors, many forms of psychopathology and substance abuse problems are characterized by chronic avoidance-escape motivated by negative emotional states. For example, chronic coping in posttraumatic stress disorder often involves avoidance of uncontrollable intrusive memories (Brewin and Holmes, 2003) . Features of panic disorder have been linked to avoidance of catastrophic appraisals of panic sensations (Clark, 1986) . Obsessive-compulsive disorder is associated with avoidance-escape strategies designed to reduce negative cognitions or emotions, particularly in fear-contamination. Chronic avoidance-escape coping emerges in borderline personality disorder as nonsuicidal, deliberate self-harm to deal with negative thoughts or emotions. High levels of negative emotion (e.g., hostility, guilt, sadness) or anxiety may also prompt deliberate self-harm in nonclincial populations (Brown et al., 2007; Klonsky et al., 2003) . Within substance abusing populations, negative affect (anxiety), social (potential loss of using friends), stress and aversive biological states associated with drug withdrawal can similarly motivate avoidance-escape in the form of drug seeking and facilitate drug relapse (Blume, 2001; Downs and Woods, 1975; Koob, 2009; Sinha, 2007) . Such examples highlight how avoidance-escape commonly functions to control or modify aversive or threatening aspects of the environment or internal states (i.e, thoughts, emotions, bodily sensations), thus working as a basic emotion regulation strategy (Gross and Thompson, 2009; Hayes et al 1996) .
Although avoidance-escape behavior is a recognized feature of many clinical disorders, our understanding of the neurocircuitry supporting adaptive human avoidance-escape remains poor. Consequently, progress has been limited in understanding transitions from adaptive to chronic forms of avoidance-escape and differences in avoidance neurocircuitry among clinical disorders. Neurophysiological research on adaptive forms of avoidance has implicated the amygdala in nonhuman Gabriel, 1997, 1999; Roozendaal et al., 1993; Werka et al., 1978) and human avoidance learning (Mobbs et al., 2009 ). There is also evidence linking amygdala dysfunction to mood disorders characterized by avoidance behavior (Etkin and Wager, 2007) . The amygdala's role in avoidance has been hypothesized to be limited to fearconditioning, where a conditioned cue/threat signals the delivery of an aversive event (e.g., shock) (Cain and LeDoux, 2008; Werka et al., 1978) . This view is consistent with two-factor theories of avoidance that propose threatening fear-conditioned cues motivate avoidance and removal of cues and fear-reduction serve to negatively reinforce avoidance (Miller, 1948; Mowrer, 1947 ; but also see Bolles, 1972 , Herrnstein, 1969 . Considerable evidence shows avoidance is also associated with increased reported fear and catastrophic thoughts (Eifert and Heffner, 2003) and increased skin conductance responses (Jensen et al, 2003; Mobbs et al., 2009; Rose et al., 1995; Solomon et al., 1980) . Clinical research also suggests avoidance, such as the intentional suppression of undesirable or distressing emotions, can be counterproductive and can paradoxically enhance, or at least maintain, self-reported negative experiences, anxiety and physiological responses (Campbell-Sills et al., 2006; Cioffi and Holloway, 1993; Feldner et al., 2006; Spira et al., 2004) . While such results suggest ties among the amygdala, avoidance and fear/anxiety, other investigations have shown that learned avoidance in nonhumans is not dependent upon the amygdala (Andrzejewski, et al., 2005; Lehmann et al., 2000; Gabriel, 1997, 1999; Roozendaal et al., 1993) , avoidance learning in humans is associated with declines in skin conductance responses to fear-conditioned cues (Lovibond et al., 2008) and avoidance cues fail to elicit amygdala activation in humans, but consistently prompts activity in the striatum (Jensen et al, 2003; Kim et al., 2006) .
The relative paucity of research on the neurocircuitry supporting adaptive forms of human avoidance-escape and the mixed findings within the avoidance literature represent important gaps in our knowledge. In this functional magnetic resonance imaging investigation, our primary aim was to examine amygdala reactivity to threatening cues when avoidance responding consistently prevents contact with an upcoming aversive event, a process which models central features of many forms of psychopathology. Our secondary aim included examining reported amygdala contributions to escape from a proximal aversive event (Gold et al., 1976; Herdade et al., 2006; Mobbs et al., 2009) and to approach involving reward/ reinforcement (Baxter and Murray, 2002; Hirai et al., 2009; Hommer et al., 2003; Machado and Bachevalier, 2007) . The inclusion of these conditions provided a novel opportunity to compare amygdala responses to other aversive and appetitive conditions to determine if it serves a broader role as a 'behavioral relevance' detector (Ousdal et al., 2008; Paton et al., 2006; Sander et al., 2003; Schoenbaum et al., 2003) .
Methods and Materials Participants
Eighteen, healthy right-handed adults (9 male) participated. Subjects reported being between 18 and 50 years of age, free of medications affecting the central nervous system or the autonomic system for at least 2 weeks, and without a personal history of psychiatric disorder or substance abuse. Informed, written consent was obtained from all subjects according to the institutional guidelines established by the Johns Hopkins Human Subjects Protection Committees.
Task and Training
Prior to functional neuroimaging, subjects completed extensive training that involved learning, through trial and error, to respond appropriately to several cue-response-outcome contingencies. Training ensured stable performances during neuroimaging and eliminated possible confounds associated with regional activation reflecting acquisition of Pavlovian cueoutcome relations and operant response-outcome relations. In any task requiring decisionmaking, performance anxiety can also play a critical role in modulating behavior, cognition and emotion. Accordingly, pretraining also minimized the contributions of performance related anxiety to anxiety/fear that presumably would emerge during our avoidance and escape conditions. Figure 1 highlights the structure of trials and timing parameters employed during both training and neuroimaging. A trial consisted of the presentation of a visual cue for 8 s during which subjects were free to press or not press three available response buttons. Next, a 2 s outcome prompt revealed the magnitude of money gain or loss in accordance with the current contingency. A variable 4-6 s intertrial interval signaled by a fixation stimulus separated cue onsets. Three different cue-response-outcome contingencies were employed during training to establish approach, avoidance, and escape behavior. In addition, instructions highlighted that a fixation "+" stimulus (6 s in duration) would appear randomly during the task. Fixation served as the neutral baseline cue from which to identify voxels showing significant BOLD response increases in experimental conditions.
As seen in Figure 1 , the approach cue was associated with a positive reinforcement contingency such that emitting greater than six presses on a target button (e.g., button #1) produced money gain ($2.00), but less than six presses or pressing other response buttons produced no monetary gain ($0.00). The avoidance cue was associated with a negative reinforcement contingency such that emitting greater than six presses on a target button (#2) cancelled a future monetary loss ($0.00), but less than six presses or pressing other response buttons resulted in loss (− $0.50). The escape cue was also associated with a negative reinforcement contingency such that presses on a target button (#3) paused escalating money loss for 1 s which began with cue onset and continued to the outcome period. Under escape, pressing other response buttons or non-responding resulted in total loss (−$0.48) and emitting less than six target responses resulted in loss proportional to the total number of responses emitted. Emitting more than 6 responses resulted in no loss ($0.00). Also included was a punishment cue where any button press produced a $0.05 loss. This cue condition was included to ensure that response-dependent money loss actually remained aversive throughout the task and loss was not overshadowed by earnings. Pretraining continued until response accuracy exceeded 90% during two consecutive blocks of 20 trials for each contingency. Response accuracy was defined as earning >90% of available reinforcers to the approach cue, avoiding >90% of losses to the avoidance cue, escaping >90% of the total programmed loss to the escape cue and not emitting any responses to the punishment cue.
Subjects were not informed about cue-response-outcome contingencies but were told that their task was to earn as much money as possible, with 100% accurate performances producing the maximum of $60.00 (the range of earnings was $58-$60). Subjects were also not informed of the minimum response requirement for each contingency. The rationale for not imposing an upper limit on the number of responses was to obtain measures of approach, avoidance and escape motivation with greater responding providing a index of greater motivation. Our rationale for using a larger amount of money for approach relative to avoidance and escape is based the suggestion that the magnitude of the response to negative stimuli is often larger than to positive stimuli which necessitated a larger reward to decrease the potential imbalance (Baumeister et al., 2001) .
fMRI task and acquisition
Three ~14 minute imaging runs were completed. The imaging task employed the same trial structure and timing parameters used during training and involved presenting each cuecontingency (approach, avoidance, escape and punishment) and the baseline cue for 15 trials within an event related design. Responses were made on a hand-held button box containing three response buttons arranged vertically and labeled 1, 2, and 3. Instructions emphasized that the task was identical to the training task. Functional MRI images were collected on a 3 T Philips scanner at the F. M. Kirby Research Center for Functional Neuroimaging. T 1 weighted anatomical volume images were collected for each subject using a MPRAGE sequence with a high-resolution isovoxel acquisition of 1mm 3 . Functional MRI data were gathered using a single shot echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence with a TR of 2 s, a TE of 30 ms, a 90 degree flip angle, 128×128 matrix size and field of view 24 cm, yielding voxels measuring 3×3 mm in plane. Approximately 43 contiguous 3 mm thick sections were obtained. The first three volumes were discarded to allow for equilibration effects. Functional images were first reconstructed from k-space to image space for further processing.
fMRI analysis
Data analysis was performed using Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM 2). For a subject's imaging data to be included in the analysis, head movement was limited to less than 2 mm. Preprocessing procedures included reorientation, slice acquisition time correction, coregistration, within-subject realignment, spatial normalization to the standard Montreal Neurological Institute EPI template, resampling to 2mm 3 voxel size, and spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel (6 mm fullwidth at half-maximum). High pass filtering was applied to the time series of EPI images to remove any low frequency drift. A canonical hemodynamic response function was used as a covariate in a general linear model and parameter estimates were generated for each voxel that corresponded to the onsets of cues and subsequent outcomes. Parameter estimates derived from the mean least squares fit of the model to the data reflect the strength of covariance between the data and the canonical response function for our events of interest. Separate contrast images were generated by contrasting activation associated with each condition cue relative to the baseline cue. Images were carried to a second-level group analysis which treated intersubject variability as a random effect. Voxel-wise comparisons were performed within a repeated measures analysis of variance to identify voxels with significant activation relative to baseline, with post-hoc paired t-tests performed to identify significant differences in activation between conditions. The statistical thresholds used for whole brain analyses were p < 0.0001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons, and an extent threshold of 50 contiguous voxels, yielding an uncorrected cluster-level threshold of p = .004. To highlight overlapping brain regions between conditions, an inclusive masking technique was used to determine the intersection (conjunction) of SPM {T} maps for the contrasts Approach>Baseline and Avoidance>Baseline, as well as Approach>Baseline and Escape >Baseline. This highlighted suprathreshold voxels for the approach cue that were also suprathreshold for avoidance and escape cues. As our a priori region of interest was the amygdala, our ROI analysis was centered on the local maxima (5 mm sphere with SVC) identified in the whole brain analysis. The location of voxels with significant activation was summarized by their local maxima separated by at least 8 mm, and by converting the maxima coordinates from MNI to Talairach coordinate space using recommended transformations (Lancaster et al, 2007) . These coordinates were finally assigned neuroanatomic labels using the Talairach brain atlas (Talairach and Tournoux, 1998) and the Talairach Daemon database (Lancaster et al, 2000) . Resulting statistical parametric maps were then overlaid onto a reference brain using MRIcron software (http://www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricron/).
Results

Behavioral
Response accuracy during neuroimaging to cues prompting avoidance, escape and approach behavior exceeded 95% for all subjects. The cue signaling punishment resulted in complete response suppression, highlighting that response-dependent money loss remained aversive throughout. Mean number of responses per trial for avoidance was 18.3 (SE=1.45), escape 17.8 (SE=1.45) and approach 14.06 (SE=1.75). Results of one-sample t-tests revealed no difference between avoidance and escape responding (t(17) = 0.40, p > .05), but increased responding during avoidance relative to approach (t(17) = 2.55, p < .05) and escape relative to approach (t(17) = 2.68, p < .05) suggesting greater motivation to avoid and escape.
Brain Activation
Conjunction analyses presented in Table 1 show cues prompting avoidance, escape and approach behavior recruited a similar fronto-striatal-parietal network. Bilateral activation was noted in the amygdala as well as in the striatum, inferior and middle frontal gyri, inferior and superior parietal lobules, paracentral lobule, postcentral gyrus, posterior cingulate, precuneus, superior temporal gyrus, supramarginal gryus and posterior lobes of the cerebellum. Results of our ROI analysis centering on the amygdala are presented in panel A in Figure 2 and show bilateral amygdala activation to cues prompting avoidance, escape and approach behavior. The inserted plot highlights mean contrast values---difference between parameter estimates. Posthoc one-sample t-tests revealed no significant differences between conditions. A positive correlation between number of avoidance responses (i.e., response rate) and left amygdala activation which approached significance was also observed (r = +.47; p = .051). Frequency distributions for each amygdala by condition in panel B of Figure 2 highlight the extent of between-subject variability and reveal most subjects exhibited positive contrast values.
To examine the consistency of amygdala responses within-subjects, Figure 3 shows individual subject contrast values for the left amygdala (top plot) and right amygdala (bottom plot) for all conditions. Results were arbitrarily rank-ordered by escape contrast values for presentation purposes and show the magnitude of amygdala responses was relatively consistent within each subject. Results also show variability in response magnitude between-subjects, with a subset of subjects showing marked activation to avoidance, escape and approach cues. A further examination of the consistency of within-subject responses appears in Figure 4 . Panel A shows moderate positive relationships between left and right amygdala activation within all conditions (r's ranging from +.47-+.50). Panel B shows positive relationships between conditions for each amygdala (r's ranging from +.81-+.95). Collectively, results highlight that within-subject responses were relatively similar to avoidance, escape and approach cues but between-subjects differences in response magnitude were present.
Discussion
The primary aim of the present investigation was to examine amygdala reactivity to threatening cues even when avoidance responding consistently prevented contact with an upcoming aversive event. Our secondary aim examined reported amygdala contributions to escape from a proximal aversive event and to approach maintained by reinforcement. The inclusion of these conditions provided a novel opportunity to compare amygdala responses under a range of aversive and appetitive conditions to determine if it serves a broader role as a 'behavioral relevance' detector (Ousdal et al., 2008; Paton et al., 2006; Sander et al 2003; Schoenbaum et al., 2003) . A number of novel observations emerged from this investigation, helping to elucidate amygdala contributions to avoidance, escape and approach and gain insight into individual differences in amygdala reactivity.
One significant finding that emerged from this investigation was observation of bilateral amygdala activation to threatening avoidance and escape cues relative to a neutral baseline cue. This occurred under conditions where aversive money loss was routinely avoided during neuroimaging. Moreover, avoidance and escape behaviors were well learned through extensive pretraining, thus activation cannot be attributed to acquisition of Pavlovian cue-outcome or operant response-outcome contingencies. Findings highlighting amygdala activation to avoidance and escape cues in humans establishes an important link between the amygdala and learned avoidance suggested by prior studies on human avoidance (Mobbs, 2009 ), mood disorders characterized by avoidance behavior (Etkin and Wager, 2007) and studies involving escape behavior (Gold et al., 1976; Herdade et al., 2006) . Results showing amygdala involvement in supporting avoidance in adults is also consistent with results of our prior investigation on avoidance that highlighted amygdala involvement in supporting avoidance in youths (ages 9-13 years) (Schlund et al, 2010) . Overall, our findings suggest the amygdala may function as one important neural mechanism within the framework of two-factor theories of avoidance which propose threatening fear-conditioned cues motivate avoidance and removal of threatening cues and fear-reduction negatively reinforce avoidance (Cain and LeDoux, 2008; Miller, 1948) . At a broader level, it is also worthy to note that cues prompting avoidance, escape and approach behavior recruited a similar fronto-striatal-parietal network. Our findings implicating a role for the striatum in avoidance replicates previous findings obtained with humans (Jensen et al, 2003; Kim et al., 2006; Mobbs et al., 2009 ) and extends the role of the striatum to also include escape behavior.
Two additional findings of significance emerged from our within-subject analyses of amygdala responses. First, the magnitude of activation to avoidance, escape and approach cues was generally similar within-subjects. The second notable finding was the presence of considerable between-subject variability in the magnitude of amygdala activation. A clear subset of subjects showed little or no activation while another subset of subjects exhibited marked activation across conditions. The variability observed does not appear to stem from poor experimental control by programmed contingencies as behavioral performances across subjects were optimal and stable. On the one hand, the reduced level of activation observed in some subjects is consistent with evidence from nonhuman investigations that suggest learned avoidance is not dependent upon the amygdala (Andrzejewski, et al., 2005; Lehmann et al., 2000; Gabriel, 1997, 1999; Roozendaal et al., 1993) and human neuroimaging investigations that have not observed amygdala activation (Jensen et al, 2003) . Reduced activation may reflect attenuation of conditioned fear or perceived threat, which may subside once avoidance is learned because the avoidance cue predicts the absence of the aversive event (Lovibond et al., 2008; ) . It may also reflect greater differential control by the CS-NoUS relation or a broader reduction in the motivational salience of cues resulting from extensive experience. On the other hand, the heightened activation observed in other subjects suggests for some individuals threat related responses may be maintained even when aversive events are consistently avoided, perhaps suggesting extended control by the original CS-US relation. While the individual difference variable(s) that contribute to a sustained threat response remain unclear, our findings linking amygdala responses with avoidance are consistent with a range of clinical and basic research findings highlighting heightened behavioral and neurophysiological responses during avoidance (Eifert and Heffner, 2003; Mobbs et al., 2009; Rose et al., 1995; Solomon et al., 1980) and inefficiencies associated with avoidance in emotional regulation (Campbell-Sills et al., 2006; Cioffi and Holloway, 1993; Feldner et al., 2006 : Spira et al., 2004 ).
The present investigation also demonstrates how human neuroimaging research on avoidance may advance by adopting instrumental avoidance paradigms developed and employed in nonhuman research. Stable and accurate avoidance and escape motivated behaviors were generated and sustained during neuroimaging using negative reinforcement processes that are hypothesized to maintain avoidance in many clinical disorders. Results contribute to other findings that demonstrate money loss can be successfully employed as a noninvasive aversive stimulus to shape and maintain avoidance and escape behaviors during neuroimaging in adults (see also Kim et al., 2006) and children (Schlund et al., 2010) . The approach used illustrates one available pathway for overcoming some of the noted obstacles associated with generating convincing demonstrations of avoidance-escape in humans (Grillon et al., 2006) . It also may serve as a point of departure for assessing the effects of unique human abilities and circumstances on the basic neurocircuitry supporting avoidance. For example, humans are capable of abstract and symbolic thought as well as prepositional analysis of conditioning experiences (e.g., Lovibond and Shanks 2002) that may modulate regional activation. Many forms of human avoidance-escape coping also involve experiential avoidance, in which aversive events are negative thoughts or emotions (Hayes et al., 1996) . Other forms of avoidance-escape are also socially mediated, acquired not through direct experience with aversive events but rather through observational learning or instructions. Finally, there are forms of derived avoidance that are prompted by stimuli that become threatening through relational learning processes (Dymond and Roche, 2009 ).
Future neuroimaging research on adaptive and maladaptive forms of human avoidance faces a number of limitations and challenges. One of the most difficult questions to address because of the limited spatial resolution of fMRI relates to the function of the various amygdala nuclei. Progress in understanding the functional contributions of different amygdala nuclei in adaptive and maladaptive human avoidance may be more likely to emerge from nonhuman and human lesion studies. However, one recently developed nonhuman neurophysiological model of avoidance that may help frame future human avoidance research is the Escape-From-Fear (EFF) model. The model adopts a two-factor theoretical framework and proposes that the basolateral amygdala (BLA) aids in establishing cues as threats (i.e., fear-conditioning) and the striatum functions in modulating instrumental avoidance behavior (Cain and LeDoux, 2008) . We recently reported evidence that was consistent with the model (Schlund et al., 2010) along with results implicating roles for the anterior cingulate and insula. Understanding how different neuroimaging approaches modulate basic learning processes supporting avoidance is another challenge. For example, our avoidance contingency enabled subjects to avoid money loss on every trial, which models central features of chronic avoidance-coping strategies present in many forms of psychopathology. In contrast, several prior human neuroimaging studies have used a partial avoidance contingency in which the avoidance response periodically does not prevent contact with the aversive stimulus/outcome (Jensen et al, 2003; Kim et al., 2006; Mobbs et al., 2009) . The form of the avoidance contingency and subsequent beliefs about the utility of an avoidance behavior are likely to be major factors that modulate regional involvement. Similarly, the present study employed a contingency shaping procedure to establish avoidance whereas one prior study employed instructions to establish avoidance (Jensen et al., 2003) which has the potential to effectively bypassed fear conditioning processes mediated by the BLA. Future research is clearly required that examines the effects of contingency, type of aversive outcome and significant individual subject variables on regional activation.
In summary, a number of novel observations emerged from this investigation, helping to elucidate amygdala contributions to human avoidance, escape and approach behavior. At a broad level, results showed cues prompting avoidance, escape and approach behavior recruited a similar fronto-striatal-parietal network. We observed bilateral amygdala activation to threatening avoidance and escape cues, even though money loss was routinely avoided, and to a reward cue. Results highlighted that within-subject responses were relatively similar to avoidance, escape and approach cues, but between-subjects differences in response magnitude were present. The heightened amygdala response to the avoidance and escape cues observed in a subset of subjects suggests threat related responses can be maintained even when aversive events are consistently avoided, which may account for the persistence of avoidance-coping in various clinical disorders. Further assessment of the relation between amygdala reactivity and avoidance-escape behavior may prove useful in identifying individuals with or at risk for neuropsychiatric disorders. The schematic shows each cue-response-outcome contingency employed and associated timing parameters. Distinct cues prompted approach responding that produced a future money gain, avoidance responding that prevented a future money loss and escape responding that terminated immediate escalating money loss. A neutral fixation cross (not shown) served as the baseline condition for imaging analyses. Pretraining using a contingency shaping procedure established stable and accurate responding during neuroimaging. Individual subject contrast values highlighting the magnitude of activation observed in the left amygdala (top plot) and right amygdala (bottom plot) to cues that prompted avoidance, escape and approach responding. Data were arbitrarily ordered by escape contrast values. The distributions show within-subject amygdala responses were relatively similar across avoidance, escape and approach cues but the magnitude of response varied between subjects. Findings further highlight the consistency of within-subject amygdala responses and extent of between-subject differences. Table 1 Conjunction of Approach-Avoidance and Approach-Escape. 
